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ABOUT PRISM

PRISM is a not for profit trade association that represents service providersoffering support services to workers operating as temporary workers andcontractors.Our members include payroll service providers, umbrella companies andaccountancy firms with specialist offerings to workers operating through theirown limited companies, often referred to as PSCs.One of PRISM’s main objectives is to create a stable, orderly market thatpromotes high standards and compliance to the rules that apply across thesector. In achieving this it will provide our members with a high degree ofcertainty and confidence allowing them to develop long-term strategic plansand invest in the growth and development of their businesses.Our accredited providers have already made significant investment into theirbusinesses to support HMRC compliance. They have trained and developed expense teams to monitor the expense claimsand ensure only those expenses that meet the rules are allowed as well asinternal compliance monitoring functions. There has also been significantinvestment made in to achieving independent verification of their compliancethrough reviews such as Professional Passport.We also offer to work with HMRC, and other government departments, todevelop what compliance may look like in the future and agree workingoperations and practices that would bring greater transparency across themarket and revenue to HMRC without adversely impacting the recovery of theeconomy. We are happy to inform, consult and work with government ministers, MP’s,civil servants and wider stakeholders to achieve this objective.



Our members are: Atlantic UmbrellaBlack DiamondCrystal UmbrellaDanbroFocusedI-PAYELestersNasa ConsultingOrbital Payroll GroupPayStreamRACS GroupSPi AccountancySterlingThornberryTJW ContractsVanilla Umbrella



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PRISM accepts that there are issues in the market on the consistent applicationof IR35.We also believe that many of the already proposed changes will alter the shapeof the market and the situation in relation to IR35.For this reason we feel that now is not the time to carry out the assessment ofIR35 as it is based on historical information which, as all the proposals suggest,will not be the case in the future.We also believe that ‘reforming’ the legislation is not the answer.As the market has matured significantly over the time since IR35 wasintroduced we feel that a broader review of legislation applying to the sectoris what is required rather than continually applying ‘sticking plasters’ to thecurrent framework that results in further complexity.The speed of change and volume of proposed changes is now reaching a pointthat will damage the market as the impact of the changes has not been fullyconsidered or understood.Learning from previous change is being ignored and no attempts seem to bemade to correct and align recent legislation changes to ensure it works asintended.There is significant learning that can be taken from the construction sectorwith the application of the SDC test. This learning suggests that the SDC hasthe same failings as IR35, in so much as it is complex and difficult to deliver anoutcome with certainity.We believe that time should be spent getting this area to work effectively beforeany consideration is made to extending the tests reach.The construction sector has also shown the risks of pushing the responsibilityof making the assessment in to the market, especially when coupled with aliability where that assessment is incorrect. This has created significant marketdistortions. 



Similar trends are emerging in construction that we saw in the early days ofIR35, including:
● Insurances to cover risks
● Inconsistent application
● Growth in non-compliant structures
● Compliant businesses at a commercial disadvantageAll of this needs to be fully understood before making further levels of change.



RATIONALE FOR CHANGE

PRISM accepts that there are issues in the market and IR35 is not appliedconsistently across all PSCs.  There are a number of factors that have supportedthis that the document fails to highlight, these include:
● The legislation being unclear and ambiguous
● Lack of effective enforcement
● A wide variance in the quality of commercially available assignmentreview services available to PSC workers
● Many assignment reviews being supported by insurance against IR35 penalties and tax
● Providers reluctant to ‘get involved’ due to Managed Service Company Legislation risksThe document does highlight the complexity of obtaining an accurateassessment and we fail to see how making this the responsibility of anotherparty will deliver a more accurate outcome.We will comment further on each of these later in the document.The document highlights the ‘deterrent effect’ that IR35 has had with manyworkers who could justify having their own PSC but actively decide to operatethrough umbrella arrangements with the income fully assessed for PAYE.There appears to be a failure to recognise that the situation in 2000 when thelegislation was first introduced is no longer the same as it stands today.In the late 90’s there was evidence of many large companies moving workersfrom employee to temporary workers and in some cases these workersreturned to carry out the same job at the same desk. This came about for anumber of reasons:
● The total cost of employment increased with many of the workers additional benefits, such as pensions, becoming increasingly costlyfor the employers to provide.



This also included the significant costs held by business where theyneeded to adapt and change in their market. Permanent employees are costly to remove from the business where they do not have the new skills required by the business at that time.
● Large businesses were focussed on efficiency which was evidencedby their profit derived by employee measure. The temporary workers were ‘off book’ and therefore did not impact that figure negatively. Where permanent employees were moved to temporaryroles it had a positive impact on the figure.
● The changing shape of business employment models partly being driven by significant technological changes.
● The fear of the ‘Millenium Bug’ and the requirement to significantlyincrease IT workers to fix, what was, a short term issue.
● The desire by workers for more flexible working arrangements. These were evidenced by a growing number of flexi-time contractsfor permanent employees as well as the growing contractor sector.As many large businesses have already made structural changes and nowoperate in line with the CBI’s view of the modern workplace many of thesefactors are no longer driving motivators.

Previous Reviews Carried OutThere have been many experts involved in reviewing IR35 over recent years.The consistent outcome has been that there is no simple answer.Following the Office of Tax Simplification review the IR35 Forum wasestablished. This resulted in the Business Entity Tests designed to provide anassessment of how likely you were to be enquired in to. Once again this failedto deliver any significant result.  Whilst enforcement activity was increased tenfold this was from a very low starting point and overall compliance activity islow in relation to market size.One positive that did come out of the Business Entity Tests was that at the pointof enquiry the worker was asked to confirm whether they had considered theirstatus and where they had to provide evidence. We saw a number of situationswhere workers enquiries were dealt with swiftly and confirmed that theywould not be looked at again for at least three years.



Compliance EnforcementPrior to the increased focus on IR35 there were generally less than 25 enquiriesopened each year; not all of these resulted in wins for HMRC. This low level of enforcement has meant that the balance between risk andreward is in favour of the tax payer which has rendered the legislationtoothless.Even with the increased focus over the last 2 years there has only been 250enquiries from a population of thousands. What is clear is that the frameworkfor the legislation is flawed as it is impossible to resource the complianceenforcement.For this reason we feel a new approach should be adopted rather thanpersisting with the current thinking of applying sticking plasters. We will coverthis later in the document.
The Modern Business StructureAs the market has matured over the last 15 years clear segments have emergedwhich would suggest a strategy based upon a segmented approach may be moreappropriate.We believe that it is now possible to identify workers who are operatingconsistently as ‘career contractors’. They market their skills to a wide range ofcompanies and travel to where their skills are required.By creating a statutory definition for this class of workers it would removemany form the complex legislation. It would also support those that have taken that bold step to make contractingtheir career as they would become easy to deal with from a recruitmentcompany and end client perspective which would provide more continuity ofengagements for them.We cover the proposals on this later in the document.



OPTIONS TO IMPROVE EFFECTIVENESS

As set out above and at the Summer Budget, the government believes
the legislation in its current form is not working as effectively as it 
should and needs to be reformed.

PRISM comment:We believe that ‘reform’ is no more than applying sticking plasters tolegislation that from outset has been seen as impossible to enforce.We believe that a wider review of all the legislation currently in force acrossthe sector should be carried out.PRISM believes that this wider review would allow a simplification of the rulesand ensure that service providers were able to support the application ofcompliance in the market.Anything short of this creates further levels of complexity and likely to resultin significant market distortions.A common theme across all government documents is ‘creating a level playingfield’, measured between employed and temporary worker levels of tax, whichfails to recognise the risk the temporary workers hold in relation to securityand continuity of income.There seems to be a lack of understanding of the changing shape of businessand the employment models they now seek. The CBI highlighted this in theirreport ‘The Shape of Business the next 10 years’ highlights:
‘The business environment of the next decade will be significantly different
to what might have been expected just two years ago. The financial crisis 
and the recession that has followed have altered operating conditions by 
imposing new challenges and exacerbating existing ones. Businesses will 
respond across the organisation, moving to a more flexible, collaborative 
and leaner model.’



The sector is currently subject to unprecedented levels of change whichincludes:
● Impact of the Finance Bill 2015 and the new provider arrangementsthat will result.
● Proposed new tests relating to supervision, direction and control across both employment intermediaries and PSCs and the impact this will have on workers.
● Changes to dividend taxation applying from April 2016.In addition agency reporting has now been implemented and provides HMRCwith up to date market intelligence and the ability to apply a more targetedcompliance approach.PRISM believes that the impact of all these changes needs to be fullyunderstood to provide a relevant commentary on the way forward with IR35.The current stated positions refer to historic market conditions which willchange as a result of the above changes.Using historic market conditions to develop a long term answer to a problemwill result in incorrect conclusions and may well fail to address the issue withinthe ‘new world’. If there is an issue in the ‘new world’.



CONSISTENT THEMES

Whilst we believe that the review of IR35 should be commenced once the fullimpact of the new legislation is understood there are some common themesthat have emerged that we believe will continue to be in existence regardlessof the proposed changes.
Commercial Assignment Review ServicesThere are a wide range of commercially available assignment reviews in themarket. The quality of these varies widely.Whilst workers pay for these reviews there are no consequences to theproviders where the review is subsequently shown to be incorrect. This is not a concern for the providers of these services as the volumes ofreviews carried out by HMRC is very low and therefore it is rare for one of theirclients to be enquired in to.It is difficult for workers to differentiate between the reviews and often theservice selected is based on price.The companies seeking to deliver an accurate assessment are often at acommercial disadvantage as the process is complex, as the document confirms,and therefore costs more to gain an accurate assessment.As the assessment relies on workers understanding and interpretation of theirrelationships this can affect the outcome.
Insured SolutionsMany of the reviews offered at the lower end of the market are supported byan insurance against penalties and tax if the worker is found to be inside IR35.In extreme examples these insurances can be obtained by workers ‘self-assessing’ by answering a few simple questions.The use of these arrangements is actively undermining compliance in themarket and we believe that many will not provide the security implied.A close review of the policy terms and conditions suggest that the insurers have



a simple get out clause in the unlikely event that an enquiry is opened.We believe that many insurers are simply betting on the low level of complianceenforcement versus size of the market and the likelihood of a client having anenquiry.In extreme cases we are surprised that the Financial Conduct Authority has notlooked closely at this as there are many similarities with other recent mis-selling scandals that have hit the financial services sector.Once again these arrangements only remain a viable alternative where HMRCare unable to deliver compliance activity at an effective level.
Visible EnforcementEffective enforcement of the rules is a critical aspect in ensuring consistentapplication.HMRC now seem to be conceding that it is impossible for them to enforce therules to an extent that would provide a real deterrent to those currentlyshowing a disregard, estimated as 90% in the document.Simply moving this responsibility to another party is not the answer.
CertaintyThe cornerstone a every good tax system is certainty. IR35 has failed in thisfrom day one.Any assessment made always has a high degree of uncertainty as it relies onan interpretation of complex relationships.Any change needs to deliver a set of rules that can be easily interpreted by thelayperson without the need for a professional intervention.
Unless each of these points are successfully addressed we believe theeffectiveness of the legislation will be undermined and market distortions willpersist.



POSSIBLE CHANGES

Categorisation of WorkersHMRC seem to consider that certain employment categories or sectors willpredominately caught by IR35. This being the case we would encourage HMRCto develop a list of ‘caught’ occupations in consultation with the sector.Where a list of ‘high risk’ occupations/sectors could be developed then IR35could be considered to apply unless the worker provided evidence to thecontrary.Creating a framework for the evidence would ensure a consistent level ofinformation and allow a simpler targeted enforcement to apply.The deeming provision could also apply to all workers exposed to the ruleswithin their first 2 years of operation. Each of these workers would be assessedas within IR35 unless they provided evidence to the contrary.The overall effect of this would mean that HMRC would be provided withinformation that would allow them to have a more effective and targetedapproach in applying the legislation.
Career ContractorIt is now widely accepted that many skilled workers actively decide to follow a‘career’ in contracting; marketing their skills to many organisations.Current legislation fails to recognise these workers.Career departments in the education sector are now discussing with thestudents ‘portfolio employment’ which in our language is contracting.We feel that a statutory test should be developed that would allow the ‘careercontractor’ recognition of that fact and, where they qualify, allow them tooperate in the same way as any other small one person limited company.This would provide the genuine career contractor with a commercial advantagein the market as both engagers and recruiters would actively seek them out for



engagements as they would be far easier to deal with and hold no risk ofliabilities.We also believe that removing these contractors from the complex tests andreporting would help HMRC focus their enforcement efforts and resources inthe areas most needed.Initial thoughts for a statutory test would include areas such as:
● Operate through their own limited company
● Operated 3 years
● Demonstrable multiple contracts
● Multiple sites
● Multiple clients
● No engagement representing more than 40% of income over 3 years
● Average rolling three year income equal to, or in excess of £30,000per annum which equates to approximately £16 per hour at 40 hours per week over 48 weeks.This would further assist HMRC enforcement as the numbers of PSCs requiringmonitoring and complex enforcement would reduce as the numbers of careercontractors increased.We would welcome discussions with HMRC on developing this further andaccept that the tests would need to be applied over a prolonged period.

Alignment of TestsWhilst logic suggests that aligning the tests across the sector would provide amore straight forward approach we do not believe that supervision, directionand control are the correct tests.We believe that the tests on supervision, direction and control are not correctand are as vague as the current test within the legislation.These test are already in existence within the construction sector and webelieve that more time needs to be spent in getting them working within thatsector, even to the point that new tests are developed that prove more robustin application and outcome.This consistent application needs to be achieved before there is anyconsideration of extending the application of the tests.



Responsibility and LiabilitiesWhat we have seen in the construction sector is that the risk appetite of thecompany that is engaging the workers is determining their position in relationto the outcome of the SDC tests.Many companies feel the tests are vague and hard to determine with certaintyand therefore they are forced to take a risk adverse approach to theirapplication. This risk adverse approach is resulting in many workers being wrongly put intoa PAYE solution like an umbrella even though they are genuinely self-employed.It is also providing a commercial advantage to companies that are prepared toapply a lower threshold to the tests or disregard them completely. We believe that the same situation would develop if the tests were made theresponsibility of the engager.The dilemma here is that without a liability the tests become meaningless andwith a liability the tests are not being applied correctly and decisions are beingmade on a no risk approach resulting in the worker being disadvantaged.For this to work the tests need to be clear and easily assessed which is not thecase with IR35 and has been stated from day 1.



WORK WITH PROVIDERS

Working with responsible providers to agree what compliance looks like wouldbenefit the market and increase compliance, as was also highlighted by TheLow Income Tax Reform Group report.As indicated in the round table meetings and over many years responsibleproviders see themselves as adding value to the UK Labour Market and are notinvolved in tax avoidance or evasion.  They have invested significantly in theirofferings and are much, much more than a payment intermediary. It would also allow HMRC to issue strong guidance to the market on thedefinition of compliance meaning that recruiters would be able to more easilydifferentiate between non-compliant and compliant providers.This project could also review MSC legislation looking to allow providersgreater control when working with PSCs.The MSC legislation prevents a provider from having any control and thereforethey are unable to influence how the workers operate the company affairs.This lack of control has also resulted in many companies either failing to pay,or paying late, their taxes that are due including VAT and corporation tax, thiswas not the case pre MSC.Working more closely with providers would help HMRC increase their tax takein a simplified manner. As a suggestion it could be agreed that tax, where aprovider holds monies, be paid to HMRC on account monthly.Where providers have no control they cannot be held accountable; where theydo have control they could be held more accountable.



THE LONG TERM VIEW

As is now widely recognised by employment groups and professional bodiescontracting and temporary workers are an important and growing element ofthe working population.This style of working brings many new challenges across many governmentdepartments and PRISM believes that it is essential to develop a long termstrategic approach to this population.In developing this strategy a rounded view and understanding of the sector canbe developed resulting in, we believe, simplified legislation, increasedcompliance and at the same time maintaining the UK plc advantages of theflexible workforce.This approach would also bring stability to the market and remove the constantapplication of new rules designed to address unintended consequences of newlegislation.PRISM is keen to become part of a working group to develop these long termstrategies with government.


